The first joint project undertaken by the Computers and Learning research group was the evaluation of The Open University Science Faculty’s CAL offering in 1979. Since then many CALRG activities such as PhD projects, major external research grants, and institutional contributions, have been directed towards a better understanding of what makes science teaching and learning better. In this chapter we will consider our work on conceptual change in science and on the development of pedagogy and technology on personal inquiry using nQuire, and include work integrating these developments into the Open Science Laboratory. Our work has included evaluation of other innovative pedagogical supports such as the Puck-Land simulation for teaching Physics, Virtual Field Trips and the use of the Virtual Microscope both in the UK and a number of other UK and EU universities. We illustrate how judicious use of technology and pedagogy can promote enthusiastic engagement with science and give opportunities for participation and learning.

Introduction

At The Open University’s (OU) inception there were those who doubted that science can be taught at degree level to students accepted on an ‘open entry’
basis, i.e. without prior entrance qualifications. The OU developed science degrees from its first inception and the number of students registered with the university to start science degrees in the 1990s had reached ten percent of all the full-time science students in the UK (Pentz, 1978). These initial attempts were watched closely as there was some scepticism from the Higher Education establishment of the time that this could be done.

Since the first attempts at teaching science in the OU fifty years ago, the successful learning experiences designed for Open University science students have demonstrated that so much is possible. The change in perceptions about the feasibility of learning and teaching science at a distance is in part due to the developments in the technologies available to support appropriate activities. The courses were designed to help students learning on their own so that every activity was designed carefully, following pedagogical principles, and tested before it was sent to students. This was important because OU students did not have a lecturer to explain things to them if anything was not clear. However, experiments could be refined and revised for residential schools.

The importance of practical work in the teaching of science has always been an essential component of science teaching and emphasized in the literature (see e.g. Hofstein, 2007; Holstermann et al. 2010.) Practical work was dealt with by the incorporation of a variety of media in courses; including home experiment kits, radio or audiotapes, TV and laboratory classes at day schools as documented in Ross and Scanlon, 1995. Technology enhanced learning techniques and tools became more available and these were appropriate to help with this task too.

Why is science hard to learn? There are particular challenges for teaching and learning science at a distance. The OU’s system offered the opportunity to study science to those with no previous qualifications in the subject. These ranged from the lack of prerequisites for study, the hierarchical nature of concepts needed to build science content knowledge, the need to develop mathematical skills, and develop practical work (Ross and Scanlon, 1995).

Technology was deployed very early in the development of a pedagogy of teaching science at a distance at the OU. This included the introduction of technology to the mix of media adopted in the first years of the university. A media mix that was heavily text based included also broadcast TV, audio and from the mid-1970s the use of computers. In the late 1970s an evaluation of early attempts at the use of CAL in the science faculty reviewed remedial CAL tutorials delivered on terminals available (for limited access) at study centres and simulation programmes available at residential or day schools (see Scanlon et al. 1987, Jones et al. 1982. 1987a,1987b). In our first case study we consider the use of simulation and modelling arising from these first years’ experiences.

Case Study one: Simulations and modelling
Early experiments with the use of computers in teaching science involved simulations and modelling. In a simulation the process or system is modelled and then made available to the user so that, by playing with the system, they can get some insight into what is being modelled. So, experiments can be simulated.
that would be impossible to interact with in real life for reasons of access, expense time constraints or other considerations. A number of publications trace this work (e.g. Every and Scanlon, 1983; Ross and Scanlon, 1995, Blake & Scanlon, 1996, 2007).

One issue which emerged from the evaluation of our CAL simulations (Jones, Scanlon, and O’Shea, 1987) was the importance of prior knowledge of the concepts which is often assumed in the design of the simulations. Sustained work on science learning in the past 40 years explored how science conceptions are developed. One example of our work on science concepts was the project, funded by the Economic and Social Research Council on using simulations for the development of conceptual change (the ESRC-funded ‘Conceptual Change in Science’ project). Our aim was to promote change in learners’ understanding of physical phenomena. This work included the design and development of a set of teaching materials for the teaching of a topic on mechanics. These teaching materials included interactive computer simulations of force and motion, along with practical activities and written materials. The method involved making learners aware of the limitations of their current conceptions of force and motion. Then, learners would be helped to develop and use a conceptual framework which conformed to current scientific understanding. This would have to be in line with their experience and be internally consistent. Conceptual change was found to be developed in this sequence of lessons. The children on whom the curriculum was tested displayed more sophisticated reasoning than their counterparts in comparison classes (Hennessy et al. 1995a, 1995b). This work influenced the development of simulations used in distance education settings. One particular finding, that the conceptual change in science software was most effective in situations where practical experimental work was combined with work with simulations, was particularly important, see Twigger et al., 1994.

Another example of the influence of this work on the design of teaching, was the Supported Learning in Physics Project (SLIPP), where we used OU expertise in support of teacher education in schools Whitelegg and Edwards, 2001.)

An extension of the simulation which consists of a mathematical model of some process underlying the system is that of a virtual environment. Laurillard (2001 p 36) points out ‘virtual environments use a graphical model to display the visual and positional properties of the system rather than its behaviour’. The examples of virtual field trips and virtual microscope are discussed below.

Another connected strand of work involved a number of PhD theses on modelling physics problem solving, and graphical representations (link to CALRG theses lists in the library). These projects looked in detail at students’ current conceptions of different science topics and made use of detailed protocol analysis of users’ interactions with computer systems as they solved problems to produce rich pictures (thick descriptions of students talking, writing and interacting with technology) to help us understand what ideas and interactions were causing difficulties with instruction (see also Driver and Scanlon, 1988).

One particular problem that Physics students encounter is that of understanding elastic collisions. A simulation known as PuckLand was developed
which allowed students to investigate the interaction between two ice pucks. This early work was written in HyperCard for use with the Apple Macintosh and consisted of a pair of pinball-style flippers on either side of the screen with which subjects could flick pucks (see Figure 8.1).

The amount of force with which the flippers hit the pucks could be varied by raising the height of the flippers as could the mass of the pucks. When the ‘go’ button was activated the pucks moved towards each other on the screen and were animated with speeds proportional to those set by button presses. After the pucks collided, they moved away from each other with a speed that was calculated with the correct Physics formalisms. In this way, the principle of conservation of momentum and kinetic energy were obeyed as illustrated by the apparent screen velocities of the pucks.

The empirical study undertaken with this simulation involved 16–17 year old Physics students working in pairs and this research was an early foray into computer supported collaborative learning. The initial findings revealed that students develop two families of causal models to explain motion after a collision. These have been identified as the linear causal and the resistance/reciprocal causal model. However, these models broke down when the students were confronted with the animations from the PuckLand simulation.

Figure 8.1: Screen dump of the graphic interface to the PuckLand program. Reprinted from *Computers & Education* 20 (1). D. Whitelock, T. Taylor, T. O’Shea, E. Scanlon, R. Sellman, P. Clark, C. O’Malley, Challenging models of elastic collisions with a computer simulation, pp. 1-9, copyright Pergamon Press Ltd (1993), with permission from Elsevier.
The result being that the students were moved to rethink their common-sense ideas about motion which lacked an understanding of conservation of energy.

A second study involved pairing the students with either “similar” or “different” common-sense models of collisions. It is interesting to note this early work suggested that the cooperative construction of shared meaning rather than conflict was more important for successful collaboration (Barbieri & Light, 1993). It is interesting to note that the PuckLand simulation, although routed in Science teaching and learning, was also able to prompt further investigation into computer supported collaborative learning and to provide a further vignette into the practical application of social constructivist theory.

Case study 2: Practical work-home kits, residential schools and multimedia approaches

In an earlier Chapter (4) Coughlan et al. describe an approach to one particular problem of learning science at a distance, that of access to practical experiences. They describe one particular solution in the work researching remote laboratories (see also Scanlon et al., 2004). However, this was only one approach taken to the knotty problem of providing practical experiences for online distance learning of science. Initially the means of making practical experiences available to students was the provision of extensive home experiment kits, residential schools and broadcast TV programmes.

More recently the provision of multimedia meant that students can have vicarious experience of observing experiments. In addition there is the possibility of controlling variables and drawing inferences. An introductory science course offered at The Open University in the 1990s offered students the possibility of interacting with a global warming simulation, taking a virtual desert field trip and conducting Galapagos field trips (see e.g. Taylor et al. 1996; Whitelock, 2001) sometimes with a problem-solving pedagogy applied (see e.g. Ross and Bolton, 1990). Virtual field trips where users explore a three-dimensional environment have been used (see e.g. Whitelock, 2001; Whitelock and Jelfs, 2005).

Furthermore, Whitelock with co-authors Brna and Holland (1996), selected three properties of virtual environments to incorporate into a model that could compare salient properties of virtual systems that would be open to test. These properties included representational fidelity, immediacy of control and presence which could define a finite but still a large space of VE classes. This model was used to understand the factors in virtual environments that promote conceptual learning by comparing two desktop virtual environments which explored field trips to the North Atlantic Ridge by submarine and a walk through an oak wood (Whitelock, 1999). The representational fidelity was rated higher for the oak wood than the North Atlantic Ridge. Immediacy of control was perceived differently in the two VR programs due to the jerky movements experienced in these early desktop VR environments. However, the role of audio was found to be important in more than one way when virtual environments are being
built for conceptual learning, this is because they create a sense of presence, engagement and enjoyment but are also important for navigation. The latter is not such a trivial point as first may appear since the cognitive load could be diminished if navigation was easier and students could concentrate on understanding and manipulating concepts within the subject domain. It is interesting to note that virtual reality systems still require navigational and conceptual compasses for conceptual learning as suggested from this 1999 study. Of a similar vintage is our original Virtual Microscope project which simulates the views through a microscope of slides displaying different kinds of materials Whalley et al., 2011. This has particular benefits for students with accessibility issues as described in Chapter 4. For example, it provides access for students with difficulty in reaching laboratories and better access to images for students who are partially sighted.

**Case study 3: Personal Inquiry project**

A significant advancement in the available technologies to support the development of science understanding had the effect of sparking a new extended investigation into how technologies can enable science learning in contemporary contexts. In the context of a ‘Personal Inquiry’ (PI) project funded by the ESRC and Engineering & Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), we explored the conditions under which evidence-based inquiry learning can be fostered. The PI project aimed to understand how personal and mobile technologies can be deployed to make the processes of evidence-based scientific inquiry readily accessible to young people (see Anastopoulou et al., 2008, 2012). As Blumenfeld et al. (1991) point out, technology has a potentially useful role to play in structuring the process of inquiry learning with tactical and strategic support.

Making scientific inquiry authentic is a challenge that has been discussed by a number of researchers (e.g. Edelson et al., 1999; Chinn and Malhotra, 2002). A personal inquiry toolkit was developed to scaffold this activity and was tried out in a number of school-based interventions, two in Nottingham schools and two in Milton Keynes. The young people carried out scientific explorations supported by their teachers and also by a personal inquiry toolkit. This toolkit, in its first instantiation, ran on a small portable computer and guided the learners through a process of gathering and assessing evidence, whilst they conducted experiments on topic themes of relevance to the secondary-level UK National Curriculum. Further technology support was provided by data probes connected to the computer. Project partners included schools, technology companies that develop sensing and data-logging equipment, museums, community resource centres and field trip sites. This broad partnership reflected our view that we need to support learning within the classroom and outside it whether on field trips or at home.

At the culmination of this project we developed nQuire, a software application to guide personal inquiry learning. nQuire provides teacher support for
authoring, orchestrating and monitoring inquiries as well as student support for carrying out, configuring and reviewing inquiries. nQuire allows inquiries to be scripted and configured in various ways, so that personally relevant, rather than off-the-shelf inquiries, can be created and used by teachers and students. nQuire incorporates an approach to specifying learning flow that provides flexible access to current inquiry activities without precluding access to other activities for review and orientation. Dependencies between activities are automatically handled, ensuring decisions made by the student or teacher are propagated through the inquiry. nQuire can be used to support inquiry activities across individual, group and whole-class levels at different parts of the inquiry. It offers a flexible, web-based approach that can incorporate different devices (smartphone, netbook, PC) and does not rely on constant connectivity (Mullholland et al., 2011). We published a set of studies of orchestration of inquiry within and beyond the classroom (Sharples, 2013; Sharples et al., 2015) and illustrated how the inquiry framework and nQuire toolkit together influenced the performance and effectiveness of inquiry learning (Littleton et al., 2013). This paradigm has been further developed to scaffold online personal inquiry learning within informal settings. For example the nQuire platform has also been used in Higher Education in The Open University’s Open Science Lab (see Theme 2) to support informal examples of inquiry learning (Villasclaras Fernandez et al., 2013).

Case Study 4: The iSpot Project
The aim of iSpot (www.ispotnature.org) (see Figure 8.2) is to create a new generation of naturalists by helping students and people of all ages learn how to identify organisms by enhancing natural history identification skills. It was launched in 2009 and developed initially with a five-year, £2 million grant from the Big Lottery Fund for England. This skill (to identify likely IDs for observed flora and fauna) underlies all of biodiversity science. However, this is no longer widely taught in formal curricula in schools or universities. A South African site followed (www.ispot.org.za) and in 2013 a version for Chile was also created (www.ispotnature.org/chile). iSpot has 65,000 registered users who have made more than 550,000 observations of many thousands of species.

In working with the development of iSpot we have contributed to learning but also to scientific discoveries through observations communicated on the platform. The observations included two which had not been recorded in the UK before. A six-year-old girl discovered a moth on her windowsill. The moth, native to Asia, had never before been spotted in the UK. After identification on iSpot, the species was also confirmed by experts and the moth was taken into the Natural History Museum collection. In addition, in South Africa, a doctor submitted a photograph of unknown seeds that were the cause of poisoning in several children presenting at a clinic and these were identified 35 seconds after posting on iSpot (iSpot 2013). Hitherto unknown populations of South African endemic plant species are regularly discovered on iSpot (Silvertown et al., 2015, p. 142).
iSpot was incorporated into the OU’s Open Science Laboratory which allows anyone, anywhere to access practical science education. iSpot also supports Open University / BBC broadcasts, the Open Science Laboratory, and was used in three environmental courses.

We were involved in the design, development and running of the platform and the evaluation of learning on the platform (Scanlon et al., 2014). iSpot provides an online community where novices and experts can work together to identify living organisms and engage in crowdsourcing identification. iSpot allows anyone, anywhere, to upload an image for identification in towns, back gardens, open fields, forests and all sorts of habitats across the country. This contributes to solving the problem of learning about nature. Also, the information gathered by iSpot is used for other data collection for conservation purposes.

The impact of iSpot on learning has been measured in a couple of ways. Learning episodes are short and informal. So, we needed to think about the impact of iSpot and the potential outcomes, including increased awareness and impact on attitudes, as well as engagement and participation. It is complex to examine such learning settings as iSpot. Qualitative analysis does show clear examples of users who start as complete novices, and then come to a good understanding of identification. There is also some quantitative evidence of users learning. For instance, analysis of a sample of 407 users as they progressed through submitting and identifying their first 50 observations within iSpot is strongly suggestive of learning as users showed improvement in their ability to identify other people’s observations over the period that they submitted observations:

![Figure 8.2: The iSpot platform supporting species identification.](image-url)
As users progress from their first to their 50th observation posted on iSpot they have a bigger percentage of correct identifications, that is they are more likely to identify what they have seen for themselves. This change in behaviour probably reflects learning, although other causes of the trend may be possible (Silvertown et al., 2015).

Conclusions

A range of science-related projects have been undertaken over the last 40 years (see also the account in Scanlon 2011) which aims to support learners to learn science from a distance, and without previous academic qualifications, and to build connections between formal and informal learning in order to foster their interest and curiosity in science. Major milestones in the journey of engaging learners with science have been the development of science simulations and modelling and their support of conceptual change (Case Study 1), technology mediated practical work, (Case Study 2), the Personal Inquiry (PI) project that scaffolded the process of scientific inquiry through technology (Case Study 3), and iSpot that leveraged the power of the crowd to support species identification (Case Study 4). This journey aimed to bring science closer to the everyday life of learners and help them understand and appreciate its value by developing bridges between formal and informal education. It also aimed to open up and make science accessible thus enabling potentially anyone to engage with science activities. These technological developments promote enthusiastic engagement with science and give opportunities for participation and learning. For example, the use of simulations allows for hands-on experimental work to take place at any time, in a playful manner and by learning through failure, exploration and experimentation. Simulations lower the barriers to participation and make it easy for people to engage with activities often viewed as determined by scientists. In relation to our Beyond Prototypes themes (see Chapter one) this chapter illustrates the effect of the ‘persistent intent’ of a succession of teachers and researchers who were determined to meet our initial challenge from many commentators that as far as science learning at a distance goes, ‘It can’t be done’.

The above line of work suggests that certain aspects can support the process of engagement with science including an understanding of what people need to know in order to effectively do science, both in formal and informal settings, such as knowledge of basic science-related concepts, and relevant mathematical skills and skills for practical work. Also, an explicit account of hard to grasp concepts should be developed through studies with online learners, in order to identify and improve issues they are struggling with. Such an account could inform the design of more effective science learning experiences that consider the challenges or demands of self-regulated learning, such as the significance of appropriate scaffolding when learners complete tasks on their own.
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